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**ABSTRACT**

The increasing demand of lightweight, strong and sustainable materials in aerospace, automobile and marine sectors is leading towards the development of new materials and structures. The sandwich composite is one of them which is well-known for their high strength to weight ratio and the fiber based sandwich structures with cellular core show comparatively good mechanical, acoustic, thermal and energy absorption properties than metallic cellular structure. The purpose of this work is to fabricate a sandwich structure with jute fiber reinforced polymer composite (JFRP) as core and glass fiber reinforced polymer composite (GFRP) as face sheet and to investigate bending properties of the fabricated structures for varying face sheet thicknesses. Skin and core honeycomb strips of the sandwich composites were manufactured using hand layup method and steel mold was used to obtain honeycomb shape. Flexural test results show that face sheet thickness has significant effect on the flexural behavior such as peak load, flexural strength and energy absorption. The failure mechanism during bending tests were also identified which would serve as a basis for future improvement of manufactured composites. The delamination at the interface between the core and the face sheet was the first catastrophic failure during bending. The presented sandwich structures are able to carry a significant amount of load even after failure.
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**1. Introduction**

A sandwich composite structure is constructed by fastening two thin but resilient face sheets to a thick but lightweight core. Core materials provide high flexural stiffness with overall low density the composite material. The separation of thin face sheets with a light weight core significantly increase the second moment of area thus the flexural stiffness of the material cross section increases through a small increase in weight. Various types of cores are used in sandwich structures i.e. honeycomb, corrugated, cellular etc. By varying the core types, geometry, thickness and material it is possible to achieve a wide range of properties and anticipated performances. Now a days honeycomb sandwich structures are widely used in damping and weight sensitive structures. In automobile, marine and aerospace industries, these materials are being used extensively due to their excellent weight saving characteristics without compromising the strength [1]. In a honeycomb sandwich structure, flexural loads are carried by forming force couple by the face sheets and shear loads are carried by lightweight core materials [2]. So, the honeycomb sandwich panels are highly efficient for carrying bending loads. Under flexural loading, one laminate is subjected to compression and the other one is subjected to tension which forming a force couple as face sheets acts together [3]. Many researchers have worked to develop honeycomb core based sandwich structure using either metals or fiber reinforced polymer composites. However, the composite honeycomb performs much better than metallic honeycombs under both quasi static and dynamic condition although the cost of composite honeycomb was higher than metallic honeycombs [4]. Thomas et al. [4] studied the influence of cell wall thickness, node length, cell size and loading on the bending and crushing responses of honeycomb structure in both out-of-plane and in-plane loading conditions. They concluded that the geometrical core configuration and geometric property like cell size, cell wall thickness and node length etc. play a crucial role in administrating potential of honeycomb. Thomas et. al. [4] also found that the face sheet material and their thickness affects the energy absorption capability. Hussain et al. [5] explored the static failure behavior of wood based sandwich panels using wood-based core and face sheets made of glass fiber reinforced polymer. It was found that, the load carrying ability of sandwich structures with plywood and solid MDF cores was higher compared to sandwich structures with honeycomb cores, but honeycomb sandwich panels can carry significant amount of loads even after the failure. The hexagonal honeycomb core shape has high strength and load carrying capacity along with minimum material and space requirement [4]. Most of the cellular sandwich structures are made of metals or polymers because of the complexity of manufacturing cellular cores using fiber reinforced composite. For core material using natural fiber like jute is cheaper, eco-friendly, lower mass per unit area, biodegradable, recyclable and offer good acoustic insulating properties as well [6]. As face sheet material glass fiber reinforced composites show good mechanical performance and water resistance properties [7], [8]. A combination of natural and synthetic fibers may provide an improved performance as a hybrid sandwich structure.

Therefore, in this paper a hybrid sandwich composite is introduced in which the natural jute fiber is used to fabricate the honeycomb core and the synthetic glass fiber reinforced epoxy as a face sheet. The manufacturing and flexural behavior of the fabricated sandwich structure is investigated in terms of peak load, bending strength, interfacial shear stress, energy absorption and failure mechanism.
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2. Experimental details

2.1 Constituent materials

The constituent materials used for manufacturing the sandwich composites are E-glass fiber mat, jute fiber mat, and epoxy resin with hardener. E-glass fiber mat of 0.45 mm thickness was used as reinforcement on epoxy to manufacture sandwich face sheet. Jute fiber mat of 0.85 mm thickness was used in epoxy matrix for making honeycomb core strips.

2.2 Specimen manufacturing

2.2.1 Mold making

A steel mold is modelled and manufactured in CNC machine to provide the required shape of the jute fiber reinforced epoxy composite strips for making honeycomb core. The CAD model of the mold is given in Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1 CAD model of the mold with dimensions 300 mm x 150 mm](image)

2.2.2 Face sheet making

At first, the resin and hardener was blended in a pot according to the ratio of resin to hardener (10:1) provided by the manufacturer. On top of a plastic sheet a layer of epoxy was placed first and the reinforcing glass fiber mat was laid then another layer of epoxy was poured over the mat. Then the layup has been rolled with a wooden roller in order to remove any bubbles and to ensure proper epoxy distribution. The layup was kept between two metal plates with approximately 10 kg weight of top metal plate and cured for 24 hours. Similar method was adopted to manufacture double and triple layer face sheets. Finally the manufactured face sheets were cut to the required size.

2.2.3 Core strip making

At first, the resin and hardener was mixed at 10:1 ratio given by the manufacturer. Then the jute fiber mat was wetted by the epoxy using a hand layup method. The layup was kept on top of the lower mold part and the upper part of the mold was placed. The whole setup was kept under pressure with a 10 kg load on the top plate for 24 hours for curing. The desired size of the core strips was cut from the manufactured panel.

2.2.4 Sandwich preparation

The core of the sandwich structure was made by joining the core strips together using epoxy adhesive in such a way that they form hexagonal cells as shown in Fig. 2 (a). The face sheets were then attached (see Fig. 2(b)) with the core using epoxy to obtain the finished composite beams (see Fig. 2(c)). The width of the bending specimens were \( b = 46.5 \text{mm} \) for all samples.

![Fig. 2 (a) The hexagonal honeycomb core made using core strips; (b) the core was attached with face sheet; (c) the fabricated sandwich structure; and (d) schematic diagram of cell size.](image)

2.3 Mechanical tests

Flexural test was conducted in the Universal Testing Machine (UTM) with digital data acquisition system for the load and the displacements at a cross head speed of approximately 5 mm/min. At least three specimens for each category were tested to obtain the average values of flexural properties. International standard ASTM D790-03 [9] and ASTM C393/C393M-11 [10] were used as a guide for flexural test and the calculation of bending properties.

![Fig. 3 Typical load – displacement curves for sandwich composite under three point bending for 1, 2 and 3 layers of glass fiber mat in the face sheet.](image)

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Flexural properties

Typical load-displacement curves obtained from three point bend test of three different sandwich composites with different layers in the face sheet (i.e. 1, 2 and 3 layers of glass fiber mats in the face sheet) are given in Fig. 3. All curves show similar trends i.e. the load increases linearly with the displacement then...
the rate of increase of load with displacement starts to decrease at some point and a pseudo-plateau region is seen. After that load starts to decrease gradually until another plateau is noticed. The failure of the composite actually starts and completes in the pseudo-plateau region. It can also be observed from Fig. 3 that the linear elastic line becomes stiffer for the higher thickness of the face sheet but the trend of the load-displacement curve remains the same.

The peak load and the bending strength with the mass of fabricated sandwich composite are plotted in Fig. 4 for three different face sheet thicknesses with standard deviations as error bar. The peak load and the bending strength both increased with increasing face sheet thickness. Sandwich structures reported in literature also revealed similar observations [11]-[12][14]. However the increase in peak load/bending strength is obtained with the cost of the weight of the composites.

The shear stress calculated at the core/face sheet interface is given in Fig. 5 for various face sheets used in this study. It is seen that the shear stress also increased with increasing the number of glass fiber layers in the sandwich skin alike the peak load and the bending strength. The interfacial shear stress \( \tau = \frac{P}{(d+c)b} \) where, \( P, d, c \) and \( b \) are the peak load, sandwich height, core height and beam width of the sandwich structure [10]. According to this formula, the shear stress at the interface between the skin and the core increases with the increase in peak load but decreases with the increase in sandwich height. When the number of layer was increased in the face sheet without changing the core height there is a slight increase in sandwich height but the peak load increased considerably as shown in Fig. 4 (a) and this is the reason for the increase in shear stress in the interface between the core and skin when the face sheet thickness increased. The shear stress was increased by 19.16% and 64.67% when the number of layers in the face sheet was increased to two and three respectively.

When the glass fiber layer in the face sheet was increased to two the peak load and bending strength were increased by 25.32% and 3.29% respectively but the mass of sandwich structure was increased by 40.61%. In the case of three layer glass fiber in the face sheet the peak load and bending strength was increased by 77.48% and 24.58% while the mass was increased by 86.91%. The specific strength is a key indicator for a material to be assumed as a lightweight material. The specific bending strength of the manufactured sandwich structures were found to be 639.13, 469.51 and 426.00 MPa/g for 1 layer, 2 layers and 3 layers of glass fiber in the face sheet respectively. This clearly shows that the thicker face sheet makes the sandwich structure heavier with higher bending strength.

![Fig. 4](image-url)  
**Fig. 4** (a) Peak load and (b) bending strength as a function of the number of glass fiber layers in the face sheet.

![Fig. 5](image-url)  
**Fig. 5** Shear stress at the core/face sheet interface as a function of the number of glass fiber layers in the face sheet.

![Fig. 6](image-url)  
**Fig. 6** Energy absorbed by the sandwich composite for a cross head displacement of 20 mm.
The energy absorbed by the sandwich structure during bending was calculated from the area under the load-displacement curve up to a cross head displacement of 20mm. The energy absorption is plotted for various face sheet thicknesses in Fig. 6. The bending energy absorption increased with increasing the face sheet thickness as expected. Since the load bearing capacity was increased with the increase in face sheet thickness, the energy absorption must increase with increasing face sheet thickness. From Fig. 3, it is seen that the load-displacement curves are stiffer for the thicker face sheet thickness and the plateau region is also higher for thicker face sheets. Again the energy absorption is the area under the curve of load-displacement. Therefore the energy absorption must increase with the increase in face sheet thickness. From Fig. 3, it is seen that the load-displacement curves are stiffer for the thicker face sheet thickness and the plateau region is also higher for thicker face sheets. The specific energy absorption increased with increasing face sheet thickness as expected. Since the load bearing capacity was increased with the increase in face sheet thickness, the energy absorption must increase with increasing face sheet thickness. From Fig. 3, it is seen that the load-displacement curves are stiffer for the thicker face sheet thickness and the plateau region is also higher for thicker face sheets. The specific energy absorption is found to be 0.23, 0.25 and 0.33 J/g for the number of glass fiber layers in face sheet 1, 2 and 3 respectively. The specific energy absorption increased with increasing face sheet thickness which indicates that the thicker face sheet provides not only higher strength but also better energy absorption. However this is not always the case as reported by Yan et. al. [14] that the density of core material plays an important role. They have found that for high density foam core the energy absorption capacity of the sandwich decreases with the increase in face sheet thickness.

3.3 Failure Mechanism

The photographs of failed specimens and the load versus displacement curves are given in Fig. 7, Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 for sandwich specimens made with a single, double and triple layers of glass fiber mats respectively. For the specimens with a single layer face sheet, it is observed that the delamination started on the top side but either left or right side of the middle load pin. The whole face sheet was not delaminated but a small portion as shown in Fig. 7 (a). The delamination continued until the load became steady again indicating a flat line. The flat line of the load versus displacement curve represents the load carrying capacity of sandwich after failure with the contribution from the lower face sheet and honeycomb core together. In the case of specimens with the double and triple layer face sheets the whole top face sheet was delaminated in one side of the middle load pin as shown in Fig. 8 (a) and Fig. 9 (a) respectively. The load carrying capacity of the sandwich after failure is also seen in the case of specimens with double and triple layer face sheets. No failure has been noticed in both face sheets for the cross head displacement studied in the case of double and triple layer face sheets. But the buckling of the delaminated top face sheet in the case of single layer face sheet specimens was noticed. The face sheet delamination is a very common type of failure for sandwich structures because of the weak bonding between the face sheet and the core. A clear difference in delamination behavior between thin and thick face sheets is seen in this study. That is the thick face sheet causes catastrophic delamination while the thin face sheet causes localized delamination.


